
 

A Million Smiles Away 
 
“Dad, what’s happening to your arms?” 
Mr. Perozo put his fork and knife down on the table and            

extended his arms out in front of him. His daughter Kristina           
looked over at Mrs. Perozo sitting opposite of her and noticed           
she was smiling at her husband. The radio in the dining room            
was set to the local jazz station, where a trumpet played a cool,             
swinging melody. 

“Mom,” said Kristina, “Why are his arms getting longer?” 
By now the sleeves of Mr. Perozo’s shirt only reached to the            

length of his elbows, and his hands started rotating clockwise.          
His jaw dropped in excitement and he looked back and forth at            
his wife and daughter. 

Mr. Perozo said, “I thought it wouldn’t work!” 
His wife replied, “But I told you that you always figure these            

things out! I knew you’d make it work!” 
“Figure what out?” asked Kristina. “What’s happening,       

Mom? What’s working?” 
Mr. Perozo said, “You wouldn’t like my explanation, let’s go          

outside and show you instead.” 
After unlocking the backdoor in the kitchen from where he          

sat with his rotating hand, Mr. Perozo took the family to the            
backyard. The crickets chirped and the moon was so bright that           
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they didn’t have to turn on the lights outside. Mrs. Perozo said            
she’d be right back and went to the storage shed. 

“Dad, they’re growing faster and faster,” said Kristina. 
“Yes,” Mr. Perozo replied. He lifted his ever-extending arms         

up towards the purple evening sky and looked towards Kristina.          
“And if it works as I planned, they’ll grow exponentially,          
sweetie.” He turned his attention upwards and lowered his         
brow. “One yard in a minute, then two yards a minute, then            
four, eight, and so on. And that would be in powers of…?” 

“I get it, I get it… powers of two,” said Kristina. “Does            
everything have to be a quiz show with you? Please just tell me             
what’s going on!” 

“Wait, here comes your mother—go ask her what she needs          
from you.” 

Kristina turned around and saw Mrs. Perozo smiling as she          
pushed an enormous cardboard box with a wheelbarrow, and         
she wondered how long her parents have been planning this          
since they seemed to have special supplies ready at hand. 

“Dad said I should ask if you need anything,” Kristina sighed           
to her mother. 

Mrs. Perozo replied, “Okay. Help me put this down and I’ll           
tell you what to do.” 

Stopping the wheelbarrow besides her husband, Mrs. Perozo        
lifted the box to the ground with Kristina’s help. She tore off            
the packaging tape, opened the cardboard flaps, and took out a           
handful of red bicycle reflectors. 
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“Start sticking these on Dad’s arms, sweetie,” said Mrs.         
Perozo. 

“... okay?” said Kristina, and she started her mother’s task. 
As Kristina started getting the rhythm of taking the         

reflectors from her mother with one hand and sticking them to           
her father’s growing arms with the other, she asked, “What in           
the world is happening? And why are we putting these things on            
Dad’s arms?” 

Her mother replied, “So if any airplanes are flying in their           
path, they’ll be able to see his arms and fly around them. 

“Airplanes?” said Kristina. 
Kristina looked over at her father and saw him squinting as           

he tracked his arms disappearing into the atmosphere. For a          
minute or two, all the family heard was Mrs. Perozo peeling           
paper, Kristina plopping on the reflectors, and the rubbery         
stretch of Mr. Perozo’s arms growing longer and longer over the           
faint jazz music coming from inside the house. 

Mr. Perozo asked, “Honey, I forgot this part—how many         
yards total is it?” 

“Four-hundred million,” said Mrs. Perozo. 
“Okay, so then…” said Mr. Perozo before he trailed off and           

began whispering math under his breath. Kristina watched as he          
mumbled numbers for a few moments. 

“So about five minutes have passed,” said Mr. Perozo, “and          
it should be another twenty-four minutes.” 

“Kristina said, “Until what, Dad?” 
“Until we change the world!” 
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Peering at her mother from the corner of her eyes, Kristina           
released a slow breath through her mouth as she continued to           
slap the reflectors on Mr. Perozo’s arms. 

“Are you huffing and puffing again, Kristina?” asked Mrs.         
Perozo. 

Kristina kept her eyes on the reflectors and watched them go           
towards the sky as they moved up Dad’s ever-extending limbs.          
The moon was so bright that Kristina could see the reflectors           
glow past the point where she could no longer see her father’s            
arms disappear into the purple, blue, and black of outer space. 

Mrs. Perozo said, “It’s the perfect night for this.” 
“Things that are meant to be are always perfect,” said Mr.           

Perozo. 
“That doesn’t even mean anything, Dad,” sighed Kristina as         

she started slapping the reflectors on with a little more force. 
Mom flashed daggers in her eyes towards her daughter and          

said, “Kristina! I told you about talking like that to your father.” 
“He doesn’t care,” Kristina said. 
Mr. Perozo kept looking up towards the clear night sky and           

shifted his posture to make his legs more comfortable, and          
Kristina continued plopping reflectors on her father’s arms,        
which were making sounds like a balloon being pulled from          
both ends. Music was still coming from the radio inside and Mr.            
Perozo quietly hummed and chanted his own melody over the          
sounds of the swinging beat: “Bapa-boop-bye! Straight to the         
sky! Baba-boop-bee! Soon you will see!” 
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“See what? asked Kristina. “Is all of this why you were           
coming home late the last few nights, Dad?” 

Mr. Perozo continued humming as his wife replied, “Your         
father has been making some astonishing progress at the lab this           
week, and none of the faculty knows about any of it. We wanted             
to see how everything would play out first.” 

“Oh, so you’re in on this too?” asked Kristina. 
“Well, not directly,” replied Mrs. Perozo. “I’ve been busy         

with some after-school clubs and only heard of your father’s          
idea at home. But I reminded him of some old concepts of his             
and it sparked the right kind of connections in him.” 

“Your mom’s not giving herself enough credit. With what         
we came up with together, we’re really going to change the           
world,” added Mr. Perozo with a tone of determination. 

Mrs. Perozo looked at her daughter and said, “See what          
good listening can do? If you’d stop interrupting us like you did            
your father at dinner time—” 

“No, wait,” interrupted Kristina. “How was I supposed to         
finish my salad with Dad showing me gross deep sea creatures           
on his phone? My green beans started looking like the toes of            
some nasty fish with legs after a minute of that.” 

Mr. Perozo stopped his humming and said, “But some of          
those creatures helped me conceive of what you’re seeing right          
now! And I thought you liked the fish that looked like a ghost.” 

“Yeah, okay,” said Kristina. “That was the only one I liked           
before you got to the fishes that have see-through heads and           
nasty teeth.” 
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Mrs. Perozo said, “Your father’s passionate about his work,         
Kristina. You know that his passion has preserved a lot of           
species that were in danger in the Gulf—not to mentioned help           
our family keep a roof over our heads throughout all these           
years.” 

Kristina looked away from her parents to see if anyone else           
in the neighborhood noticed what was happening in their         
backyard. All the lights were out at the Fenmore’s place, the           
Colemans were out of town, and Mr. Anderson was probably          
watching the ballgame tonight. 

“I don’t know,” said Kristina, “you guys are so strange. And           
so is whatever it is we’re doing.” 

“It isn’t strange; it’s science!” said Mr. Perozo. 
Kristina slowly bit into her bottom lip and continued placing          

the red reflectors on her father’s arms. After the lull in the            
conversation, Mr. Perozo continued humming improvised      
melodies to the faint jazz as he peered up towards the moon. 

 
After a few minutes, Mr. Perozo asked, “Honey, will we have           
enough reflectors to last for another fifteen minutes? 

“Yes, dear,” answered Mrs. Perozo. “We have about half of          
the box left.” 

Kristina added, “Will I have enough energy for another five          
minutes? I want to go back inside.” 

“Oh I’m sure you have much more left in you,” said Mr.            
Perozo. “You know that the Navy SEALs use the 40% rule, that            
when—” 
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“Yes… yes,” said Kristina. “That when they feel like they          
have no more energy left in their bodies that it only means they             
have used 40% of their resources… it’s scientifically proven…         
blah blah blah. Of course I remember because you tell me about            
it every other week.” 

As Kristina said this, one of the reflectors slipped out of her            
hand before she placed it on her father’s stretching arm. 

“See, Dad?” said Kristina. “I don’t care about what’s been          
proven—my arms are tired and I don’t want to hear why that’s            
not quantifiable from your point-of-view. I’m tired of getting         
explanations instead of answers for what I ask. I’m tired of           
listening to all of the speeches and random trivia—” 

“Kristina” said Mrs. Perozo. “It’d be nice for once if you           
didn’t criticize everything about us when we’re together. You         
won’t have much luck finding people to spend time with if all            
you do is point out what’s wrong with everyone and          
everything.” 

Kristina did nothing to acknowledge her mother’s words and         
lowered herself to pick the reflector up off of the ground, and as             
she grasped it in her hand, Kristina felt a slight tickle on her leg              
and she gasped as she hopped a few feet back. 

“What happened?” asked Mrs. Perozo. 
“I felt something rub against my leg,” said Kristina as she           

looked down and saw a shadow in the grass. “Is it a cat?” 
Kristina leaned down to see a white cat with black patches           

about its fur. It walked back over to Kristina and arched its back             
as it rubbed against the legs of her pajamas. 
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Mrs. Perozo looked down and said, “It’s Mr. Anderson’s cat,          
Bandit. How’d he get back here over the fence?” 

“I don’t know,” said Kristina. “At least he didn’t go inside           
the house again.” 

“Kristina,” said Mr. Perozo, “could you please bring Bandit         
back to Mr. Anderson? I know this cat likes hanging around me            
and I don’t want him interrupting anything. I think Mr.          
Anderson is still up watching the game so he should hear his            
doorbell.” 

Bandit meowed as Kristina picked him up and she walked          
through the Perozo’s house and to the front yard, carrying the           
purring cat in her arms. As she made her way across the            
grass—still wet from the afternoon showers—Kristina looked at        
the other houses down the street and noticed most were dark           
inside except for a few bedroom lights here and there and many            
televisions emitting a colorful glow. 

Once at the parameter of Mr. Anderson’s front yard,         
Kristina turned to see if she could make out Dad’s arms           
stretching from where she was, and from afar she noticed that           
the reflectors rising to the sky looked like a trail of red fireflies. 

“Only you, Dad,” Kristina mumbled to herself. 
“He’s quite the character, isn’t he?” said a scratchy voice that           

made Kristina’s heart skip a beat. 
Turning to the right, and then to the left, Kristina spun           

around several times and said, “Mr. Anderson?” 
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With some urgency, the voice replied, “Not quite, but could          
you please stop that spinning, Kristina? You’re making me         
nauseous!” 

Stopping in place and lifting the cat off of her shoulder,           
Kristina held Bandit in front of her and saw in the moonlight            
that the cat had something like a smirk on its face. 

Bandit looked into Kristina’s eyes and said, “Although I         
suppose I would sound a bit like Master Anderson—he taught          
me to speak after all.” He turned to look at Kristina’s parents in             
their backyard and Bandit’s neck did that staggered motion that          
cats often do when they see something interesting far away. 

“Wait a minute,” said Kristina, “I’ve known you since Mr.          
Anderson moved next door—over ten years now. You could         
speak that entire time?” 

Bandit answered, “No, but I always understood people’s        
words since then. I’ve only known how to speak three years           
now.” 

“I see.” 
Bandit turned his head back towards Kristina and said, “You          

don’t sound too surprised to see a cat call you by name, assess             
your emotions, and have a capacity to tell time.” 

“If you grew up around my father, not much of what this            
world offers would surprise you anymore. I’ve seen goldfish that          
give birth to golden babies, aqua-tarantulas with gils, and         
dolphins squeal in morse code. Hang on, do you want me to put             
you down? 
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Bandit replied, “Place me on your shoulders, please. I         
promise not to use my claws.” 

Kristina lifted Bandit over her left shoulder and the cat made           
himself comfortable, with his whiskers slightly tickling Kristina’s        
neck. She turned to look back over at her parents in their yard. 

“Even what’s going on back there doesn’t seem so         
far-fetched in comparison,” said Kristina. “In fact, the biggest         
surprise for me is that you’re not a result of my dad’s work.” 

Bandit said, “Master Anderson has taken a special interest in          
your father’s work over the years, and I’ve shared with my           
owner many conversations I overheard while perched in that         
tree that hangs over your fence. (And that’s how I made my way             
into your yard tonight.) Your father frequently shares his         
scientific ideas with your mother, so my master and I knew that            
tonight’s events have been a few weeks coming.” 

“Well, that’s unsettling,” said Kristina. 
“Don’t worry—I never stuck around for conversations that        

were unrelated to scientific affairs. But before I go on, let’s head            
over to Master Anderson’s house. We’re running out of time.” 

 
Kristina’s feet were chilly by the time she reached Mr.          
Anderson’s doorstop, but Bandit kept her shoulder warm as she          
felt a subtle pur against her neck. She rang the bell and heard             
some shuffling in the dark of the house, and a moment later, the             
porch light turned on and the door opened. Kristina saw a smile            
under Mr. Anderson’s bushy mustache, and he was wearing his          
bathrobe and slippers while holding a cup of tea. 
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With his frail but warming voice, Mr. Anderson said, “It          
seems you’ve got a chatty friend on your shoulder, Kristina.” 

“And it also seems,” said Kristina, “that I need to watch           
who, or what, I talk around from now on.” 

“It’s solely for your family’s benefit that these observations         
took place,” said Mr. Anderson, who then took a sip of his tea. 

Bandit said, “Master Anderson, I don’t believe now is the          
time to get into it—we’ll have to head back over immediately.           
Are they on their way?” 

“Yes,” said Mr. Anderson. “Kristina—by your permission,       
would you please allow Bandit and me to see your parents in            
their yard?” 

After a moment of hesitant anger, Kristina said, “I suppose          
so. But who’s on their way?” 

“I’ll explain as we head over,” said Mr. Anderson, who was           
already stepping outside and closing his front door behind him. 

Kristina lead Mr. Anderson back towards her parent’s yard         
with Bandit still on her shoulders, and the old man took a sip of              
his tea and chuckled as he spoke. 

“You know, Bandit only stays on someone’s shoulders that         
long if he really likes them. He’s told me so.” 

Bandit turned his head back to Mr. Anderson and made a           
noise that was halfway between a hiss and a shush, but Kristina            
did little to acknowledge the conversation. 

Mr. Anderson walked a brisk pace to catch up with Kristina           
and said, “Listen, Kristina—it seems you may be upset about          
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the circumstance with Bandit, but I assure you we always          
respected everyone’s privacy outside of scientific discussions.” 

Coming to a dead stop in her tracks, Kristina raised her           
eyebrows and looked Mr. Anderson in the eyes as she angrily           
whispered, “All of the times I’ve watched this cat for you, he got             
to listen to my conversations on the phone and hear the things I             
think out loud? This is so intrusive. Was he able to use his little              
white paws to check our texts too? Why were you watching us” 

Bandit said, “I actually can’t read. And Master Anderson         
already explained that—” 

“Please, Bandit,” said Mr. Anderson. “Now, Kristina—it’s       
likely you don’t want to hear this, but your father is one of the              
most respected marine biologists in the country. And despite his          
popularity in scientific circles, there are just as many who don’t           
see the brilliance behind his eccentric charm. Many have sought          
to reject his proposals and cut off his funding, and I argue it’s             
because this kind of thing happens when someone chooses to          
make true progress.” 

“And why does some weirdo English professor care so         
much about a scientist’s work?” asked Kristina. 

“Well, your family doesn’t know everything about my        
background, but I have been an operant force in making sure           
that your father’s work has the reputational support it needs to           
stay funded. And I have frequently put my reputation with the           
university on the line for his sake and have monitored him to            
ensure that I wasn’t being too risky in advocating for him.           
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Scientists need data, and what I did was give the best evidence I             
could for the right people.” 

Kristina broke her eye contact with Mr. Anderson and         
started petting Bandit with her hand. She asked, “And are you a            
scientist?” 

“No, but my younger brother works for the National Science          
Foundation,” said Mr. Anderson. “The difficulty of proving        
your father’s worth to investors is because it’s not what he does            
that’s so remarkable, but why he does it. He isn’t like other            
researchers, Kristina. He doesn’t pursue knowledge for its own         
sake—he pursues knowledge because he wants to make people’s         
lives better, and that hasn’t changed in him since day one. He            
wants to change the world.” 

“Here we go again,” muttered Kristina. 
“Whereas many of his colleagues are making remarkable        

discoveries solely for the sake of impressing one another or their           
superiors, your father sees what everyday people need and         
works towards that end.” 

Kristina said, “I thought he’s just obsessed with animals and          
doesn’t care about people. Sometimes it’s like he knows more          
about the dolphins in the university’s aquarium than he knows          
about me.” 

“No, no. He loves people just as much and I know for sure             
that he loves you more than anything. What it is about him is             
that your father realizes the animal kingdom can give us greater           
insight about the world around us, and if we treat animals well            
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and take time to understand them, humans will have more tools           
to explore the universe we find ourselves in. 

“Consider how submarines navigate underwater not by sight,        
but by using echolocation of sounds. Would we have even          
considered this possibility unless we first realized how bats find          
their way around in the dark? By noticing that a bat emits            
sounds and interprets the echoes to understand the unseeable         
space surrounding it, we learned to do the same with our own            
technological advancements.” 

“You lost me,” said Kristina. “I guess I just don’t think like            
any of you scientists do. Can I bring you to my dad now so I               
can go back inside?” 

“Yes,” replied Mr. Anderson. “But one more thing so that          
you’re not too surprised when they show up—members of the          
National Science Foundation and some of the top marine         
biologists will be arriving soon to give your father the honor           
that’s due to him.” 

Mr. Anderson sipped his tea and motioned with his free          
hand for Kristina to lead the way. After the three of them            
walked across their lawns and through Kristina’s house, they         
entered the backyard to see Mr. Perozo pedaling on a stationary           
bike with his hands still up in the sky and Mrs. Perozo putting a              
blanket over her husband’s shoulders. 

“Ooo it’s chilly up there,” said Mr. Perozo to his wife. 
With the noise of the bike’s pedaling masking the sounds          

around them, the couple was surprised by Mr. Anderson’s         
presence when the smiling old man put his hand on Mr.           
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Perozo’s shoulder and said, “Just leaving the stratosphere,        
doctor?” 

“Mr. Anderson! That was quite a good guess,” said Mr.          
Perozo. “It’s actually been five minutes since my hands broke          
into outer space. This bike is helping me keep my core           
temperature high before my hands get too cold to spin          
anymore.” 

“Good… good,” said Mr. Anderson with a chuckle. “And         
how are you tonight, Mrs. Perozo.” 

Mrs. Perozo was back to sticking reflectors on the stretching          
appendages of her husband, and with a breathy voice she          
replied, “I’m well… just trying to keep up with my husband’s           
pace as always.” 

Chuckling again, Mr. Anderson said, “Well the other day he          
said to me he’s always trying to keep up with you! Apparently            
you’re the one who makes the lightbulb in his brain flash on,            
and from there it’s just a matter of time to make it work.” 

“And that’s the easy part,” added Mr. Perozo. 
“Well that’s not the case this time around,” said Mrs. Perozo.           

“This whole thing with the arms came to him during some           
recent coastal research with one of his classes.” 

Walking closer to Mr. Perozo, Mr. Anderson looked up and          
down the extending arms with a grin on his face and said,            
“Coastal research, you say? Your arms remind me of the          
Epibulus insidiator’s jaws.” 
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“Yes! Yes!” said Mr. Perozo as if another light bulb flashed           
on in his brain. “That’s precisely what I was thinking of—its           
extendable jaw!” 

Mr. Anderson added, “The fastest jaw in the ocean that can           
take a bite more than half a length of its body away. So by              
emulating that speed and retractability, you’d essentially be able         
to…” 

As the scientific back-and-forth continued, Kristina lifted       
Bandit off of her shoulder and placed the cat on the ground            
before she turned to walk back inside of the house. 

Whispering as loud as she could, Mrs. Perozo said, “Where          
are you going, Kristina?” 

Kristina whispered back, “I’m not contributing anything       
here, everyone’s speaking their own language, and I have         
nothing to add to the conversation. I’m going inside.” 

“Kristina Maria, get back here this instant!” said Mrs. Perozo          
as she motioned with her hand for her daughter to return.           
Bandit kept his eyes trained on Kristina as she walked back           
towards her mother. 

Mrs. Perozo continued whispering, “Don’t feel so left out;         
it’s just men being men. They talk about their ideas when they’re            
together—philosophies, theories, hobbies, politics, sports—and     
we girls talk about our shopping, clothes, what the Joneses are           
up to…” 

“No I don’t,” said Kristina. “Not every woman is like you           
and your friends. I can’t have a conversation with any of you or             
relate to anything you talk about.” 
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“Well how do you expect to connect with people if you hide            
everything about yourself from them?” said Mrs. Perozo as she          
tried not to speak over the other conversation. “Could you at           
least stay here with your father for now? He’s very excited about            
what’s going to happen and I would be more excited if you            
learned to lighten up once in awhile!” 

For the first time since he stepped outside, Mr. Perozo broke           
his concentration from the moon and towards his wife and          
daughter. His pedaling slowed down and he said, “Girls, girls…          
we’re probably all tired and cranky because our dinner got cut           
short, but hang in there for another few minutes and you won’t            
be able to wipe the smile off of your face.” 

Mr. Anderson leaned down and took one of the reflectors          
out of the box on the ground and studied it in his hand while he               
said, “You know, you could’ve tried to implement some         
bioluminescence into your arms too; would’ve spared your poor         
wife of all of this trouble of sticking things on your arms all             
night. There are more than a few species with red fluorescence           
in the deep that you could’ve implemented into this process.” 

With a smirk on his face, Mr. Perozo looked back up to the             
sky and said, “You know, Mr. Anderson, you’ve been talking an           
awful lot of marine biology for an English professor. I’m          
starting to suspect that there’s more to you than you tell us.” 

“Your suspicion is not unwarranted,” replied Mr. Anderson        
as he took one final sip from his tea and wiped his mustache. “I              
have much to confess to you. 
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“I’ve had my eye on you. In fact, all of us have had our eye               
on you.” With a turn of his head towards the direction of his             
house next-door, Mr. Anderson yelled as loud as his frail voice           
allowed, “Ladies and gentlemen!” 

Several spotlights flashed on, temporarily blinding everyone       
in the Perozo’s backyard. A round of applause cut through the           
sound of the stationary bike’s pedaling and the family was able           
to see a large banner held up by a dozen individuals that read             
Congratulations Dr. Perozo. 

Mr. Perozo asked, “What’s all this for? Who are these          
people?” 

“They are members of the National Science Foundation,”        
said Mr. Anderson, “and we have kept an eye on your work over             
the last fifteen years of your professional career.” 

“What? We?” said Mr. Perozo. “You’re a part of the          
National Science Foundation?” 

“I am not, but my brother-in-law is the director and one of            
your biggest fans. The foundation has anonymously contributed        
to the costs of your department and made sure the university           
always had enough of a budget to keep you afloat in your            
oceanic research.” 

“Afloat!” laughed Mrs. Perozo. 
Mr. Anderson smiled and said, “I swear that was         

unintentional… now Mr. Perozo, if I may have your permission,          
I would like to invite the committee over to your yard to present             
your award.” 
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Still looking up into the sky, Mr. Perozo said, “Award?          
They’ve been watching… okay… once I’m not so busy, you and           
I will have to have a long talk so I can hear all of the details. But                 
please invite everyone in. Kristina—could you unlock the gate         
for them?” 

Kristina said nothing and walked away from her parents         
towards the fence, and she had a difficult time seeing through           
the bright floodlights shining from Mr. Anderson’s backyard.        
She unlocked and swung the fence’s gate open to usher in the            
committee from the National Science Foundation, and each        
member thanked her as they passed her—to which Kristina         
managed a strained smile. 

The men and women of the committee gathered around Mr.          
Perozo and gave a pitter-patter of an applause. 

“On such a monumental evening,” said Mr. Anderson, “we         
are privileged to give you the honor that has been a long time             
coming. In 1959, the first individual to receive—” 

“I can feel it!” interrupted Mr. Perozo. He had a grin that            
could stretch from one star to another as he looked back and            
forth between his family and the sky. “I’m there! It’s time to            
begin!” Everyone noticed that his arms started moving up and          
down and side to side in all sorts of directions. 

Mr. Anderson laughed and said to the surrounding        
onlookers, “This man is so dedicated to his work that he doesn’t            
have time to accept an award for it!” 

The group of scientists on the committee gave another         
pitter-patter of applause and nodded at one another in approval. 
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“Tell us,” said Mr. Anderson as he looked up towards the           
sky, “Tell us what it feels like.” 

Mr. Perozo’s eyes looked down for a moment as he          
constructed his thought and said, “It feels like an ocean of           
Play-Doh.” 

“Incredible,” replied Mr. Anderson. “And how does it feel to          
realize a vision of such scale? Would you care to let everyone            
know what you’re doing?” 

Mr. Perozo let go of biting his lip and squinted again as he             
said, “Thank you for asking all of the interesting questions, but I            
will need a few minutes of quiet in order to concentrate on my             
task.” 

Facing the crowd around him, Mr. Anderson motioned with         
both of his hands for everyone to settle down. As their voices            
lowered to a murmur, Kristina listened to the pedaling bike, the           
crickets, and the soft jazz music coming from inside the house           
once more—she once heard this song during a nighttime walk          
while a neighbor practiced it on their saxophone down the          
street. 

Kristina looked around and saw the people of the committee          
with jaws dropped as they alternated glances between Mr.         
Perozo and the moon. Bandit the cat rubbed against his owner’s           
foot, and Mr. Anderson picked up the chatty animal and placed           
him on the shoulder of his bathrobe. It appeared to Kristina           
that the cat wanted to whisper something in Mr. Anderson’s ear.           
Her father pedaled and pedaled as his arms swayed to and fro,            
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and of all the times Kristina has seen him excited, nothing has            
ever made him so excited that he forgot to talk for so long. 

As Kristina noticed everyone’s attention was on the spectacle         
in the sky, she started to back away and then accidentally           
exchanged glances with her mother, who immediately       
communicated with her eyes that Kristina had better stay put          
with everyone outside. 

“Cathy?” said Mr. Perozo, who still kept his eyes on the           
moon. 

“Yes?” replied Mrs. Perozo. 
“You once told me that when you were studying to be a            

teacher, it wasn’t too long for you to realize what the secret was             
in keeping a happy classroom.” 

“Yes I did.” 
“And what did you realize?” 
“I realized that the most important thing I could do for a            

child was to always give them a smile to see. No matter what we              
were doing or what kind of activity was going on, I made sure             
that if any of the kiddo’s eyes wandered around the classroom,           
they could always catch me with a smile on my face. A sad child              
would often cheer up, and even the most troublesome kid          
would give in and smile back.” 

“And a smile is the most powerful gesture a human can           
make,” said Mr. Perozo in a voice that projected throughout the           
entire neighborhood. “It is much more than just moving         
muscles—a smile can heal your body. A smile can heal your           
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soul. A smile can heal those around you. A smile can change the             
world. 

As he continued to speak, several of the scientists pulled out           
their phones and started to film Mr. Perozo and the moon. 

“When you smile, your body’s chemistry changes. It starts a          
positive feedback loop. A smile is so powerful that your brain           
gives you the same amount of pleasure that you would have if            
you had just won the lottery—you feel security. In an instant, a            
smile can make you feel as if you got a good night’s sleep.             
Stress-induced hormones are mitigated. Creative thinking is       
enhanced. We stop perceiving differences as threats and become         
more accepting. We become more loving…” 

Mr. Perozo’s arms were making a slow and deliberate motion          
to his right and rising slowly. 

“And do you know what’s the number one cause of a smile?            
Seeing another smile. Maybe peace in this world is only a million            
smiles away…” 

Kristina noticed everyone around her was smiling, and even         
Bandit had that smirk on its face again. Although she didn’t care            
much for scientific matters—the physiological reactions of       
smiling, whatever her dad was doing in the sky, or theories of            
technological development—for the first time Kristina was able        
to appreciate that these people were happy and enjoying         
themselves even when she didn’t necessarily care for their         
interests herself. She looked at her parents and started to smile           
too. 
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Mr. Perozo kept projecting his voice as he said, “When I was            
a child, I looked upon the stars and wondered what other kinds            
of creatures could be out there, waiting to be discovered. What           
else exists that we could never find on this Earth? And as I grew              
older and older, I was disappointed that we never travelled to           
other planets to discover more. 

“But perhaps we haven’t appreciated what’s left to be seen          
on this Earth? Maybe we don’t deserve more because we don’t           
yet appreciate what we have? So for the last twenty years I have             
been searching the deepest depths of the sea and found a new            
world that begs us to be explored. And this exploration has           
allowed me to reach for the stars tonight. It might be that in             
order to reach the greatest heights outside of ourselves, we must           
first explore the greatest depths within.” 

With his arms still up, Mr. Perozo stepped off of the           
stationary bike and the whirling of the machine died down. He           
concluded, “It can be estimated that out of the seven billion           
people on this planet, fifteen thousand of them will be looking           
at the moon at any given second. And now—just like the           
children in my wife’s classroom—at any given second, fifteen         
thousand people on the Earth will have one more reason to           
smile when they look up towards our silver friend at night.” 

Everyone in the backyard started to applause as Mr. Perozo          
began retracting his arms back into his body. Kristina looked up           
at the moon and her jaw dropped in a mixture of astonishment            
and embarrassment, unable to understand the crowd’s reaction.        
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While the whistling and cheering ensued, Kristina walked back         
inside the house and upstairs to her bedroom. 

Mr. Perozo’s work for the evening was complete, and the          
moon was never the same from that night on. No matter where            
you are on the earth tonight, no matter what you’re going           
through, you’ll always have someone to smile with. 
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